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    MORE ON BOWLER’S “SPECIAL SHERIFF” CONTROVERSY 
 
Sheriff Tom Bowler, who promised the public transparency at the 
jail, is using smoke and mirrors to confuse the public on what money 

is being spent at the jail and where it comes from.  
 
After Alf Barbalunga raised concerns over Bowler’s line-item listing of a part-time 
$78,000 staff position for a "Special Sheriff,” which is supposed to be a “ceremonial” 
job, Bowler says his former retired jail superintendent actually earns a $0 salary as 
“Special Sheriff.” But as shown below, this staff position is still on the budget.  The FY 
2022 budget clearly shows a "Special Sheriff" line item with annual cost of $78,000: 
 

 
 
 
Bowler says the former superintendent's pay “actually came from grants that 
reimbursed the jail,” including the Medically Tailored Meals program and the Second 
Street Second Chances program (a grant obtained by BCC in February 2022). In other 
words, the pay is real and was paid up front to the retired superintendent by the jail 
from its budget allocation.  
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The reimbursement source may be from a third-party, but the sheriff's budget does not 
show where this or other third-party revenue is sourced or credited. The sheriff simply 
says the retired superintendent is a “consultant”. But he is listed as a payroll position, 
not as a consultant.  
 
The retired superintendent, who receives a $117K pension from the State, recently 
contributed to Sheriff Bowler's campaign, and he listed his employment on an Office of 
Campaign Finance report as "retired." Yet he remains on the jail's payroll and was paid 
by the jail another $36,309 on top of his pension through 7/2/22. Last year Sheriff 
Bowler also included the “Special Sheriff” in his budget, and the superintendent was 
paid $42,037 as Special Sheriff.  It is immaterial that some or all of that pay came from 
a third-party grant -- it is still revenue distributed at the top of the sheriff's food chain. 
Here is the FY 2021 payment:  
 

 
 
 
The sheriff oversees his administrative salary budget like a private empire with those 
executives at the very top taking home salaries that are stratospheric. Grant money 
that could be used to pay for food for the meals program recipients is trickling up to the 
top to help his former executive and friend potentially earn close to $200,000 this year, 
while the average salary in Berkshire County is only $37,000. 
 
What the personnel budget shows in this case is a "Special Sheriff," who says he's 
retired and is drawing a six-figure pension, plus making a $78,000 salary as a “Special 
Sheriff.” This is why Barbalunga raised questions about the budget. 
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"Bowler's budget needs multiple independent audits, and, as sheriff, one of the first 
things I will do is ask the Department of Corrections, Department of Education, 
Executive Office of Health and Human Services, and/or the State Auditor to inspect the 
books and make recommendations. This administrative operation is about as clear as 
mud."  
 
Barbalunga noted that before issuing his earlier press release, he checked with the 
Secretary of the Commonwealth’s office and found there was no evidence of official 
notification that the retired Superintendent was appointed Special Sheriff, as required 
by law. Please note the response from the Office of the Secretary of the 
Commonwealth: 
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